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Abstract

The implementation of premarital provision has been regulated in Director General of Islamic Community Guidance Regulation No. DJ.II/542 of 2013. This study discusses the effectiveness of premarital provision as a family resilience effort based on the concept of al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, especially at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau Province. This study uses qualitative research methods in the form of field research. The approach used is empirical and juridical. The sources of data in this study are divided into two categories, namely primary and secondary. The data collection techniques used are observation, interview, and documentation. The results of this study show that the premarital training that took place at the KUA in the Kepulauan Riau Province has not been effective as an effort for family resilience. Based on al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, premarital provision is included in al-maṣlaḥah al-hajiyah because it is not part of the pillars and conditions of marriage. Premarital training is actually very effective as an effort to maintain family resilience, because with premarital training, it makes perfection for the prospective bride and groom, namely to gain knowledge about marriage for the sake of creating a family sakinah, mawaddah, and warahmah.
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Abstrak

maslahah hajiyah, karena bukan termasuk bagian dari rukun maupun syarat perkawinan. Pembekalan pranikah sebenarnya sangat efektif sebagai upaya ketahanan keluarga, karena dengan adanya pembekalan pranikah, menjadikan kesempurnaan bagi calon pasangan pengantin yakni untuk memperoleh pengetahuan tentang perkawinan demi terwujudnya keluarga sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah.


Introduction
Every individual definitely wants marriage. Marriage is a real and natural way to achieve peace and satisfaction in life through the husband-and-wife relationship. The main purpose of marriage in Islam is none other than to create a household atmosphere of sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah. Creating a family that is sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah is the hope and desire of every person who wants or has entered into a marriage. These intentions and hopes are very much in line with the purpose of marriage in Indonesian law, namely to build and create a happy and eternal family. Forming a happy and eternal family is a difficult thing if the husband and wife are not equipped with sufficient knowledge in running the household, in order to avoid unwanted divorce cases. One area with a high divorce rate is the Kepulauan Riau. In 2021, the total number of divorce cases in the Kepulauan Riau will reach 12,722 cases, consisting of talaq divorces (3,198 cases) and contested divorces (9,524 cases). This high divorce rate shows that forming an everlasting and happy family is not easy, especially before marriage husband and wife did not have sufficient provisions for a household, such as skills, knowledge, and physical and psychological readiness.

The high number of divorces has made the government think about establishing a bride grooming program. This premarital provision policy itself has been regulated based on the Regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance concerning Guidelines for Premarital Administration Number DJ.II/542 of 2013 and based on the Regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance concerning Courses for prospective brides Number DJ.II/491 of 2009 dated 10 December 2009. The organizers authorized to carry out pre-marital courses and courses for prospective brides were handed over to the Marriage Advisory, Development and Preservation Agency (BP4) located at the KUA.

Based on observations, interviews, and pre-research documentation, researchers consider that in the implementation of premarital training in the Riau Archipelago, there are

2 Law no. 1 of 1974 Article 1 or what is more popularly known as the Marriage Law (UUP).
4 Kompas, “10 Daerah Dengan Angka Perceraian Tertinggi Di Indonesia”.
several aspects that need to be explored and researched using the perspective of sharia science. The reason for the importance of this research is because there exists gap research or scientific discrepancy, namely the discrepancy between theory and practice. That is, there is a discrepancy between procedure implementation of premarital debriefing with what happened in the field.

One of them is related to the material, so far, the material is only limited to the introduction of marriage. Even though the material that must be conveyed to be understood by the prospective bride and groom includes marriage procedures and procedures, religious knowledge, laws and regulations in the field of marriage and family, rights and obligations of husband and wife in the household, reproductive health, efforts to maintain maternal health during pregnancy, childbirth, the importance of family planning (KB), problems of marriage and their resolution, sharia law on marriage, family management and psychology of marriage and family. With the density of material delivered in a very short time, of course the purpose of the stipulation of regulations regarding the implementation of premarital guidance has not achieved the expected aims and objectives. Then this study uses the approach al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, given that the absence nas-naṣṣ syara’ as well as ijma ulama which regulates premarital provisions. But premarital provision is important to implement, if premarital provision is not implemented, family resilience will not be achieved, and there will be many marriages that end in divorce.

There is a lot of previous research that talks about marriage, resilience, family and al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah. as written by Zulfahmi with the title “Urgensi Penyelenggaraan Kursus Pra Nikah Dan Relevansinya Dengan Esensi Perkawinan (Perspektif Maqashid Asy-Syariah)”. The results of the study stated that in the city of Bogor there are many prospective brides or young people of marriageable age who are not yet married and understand matters related to premarital education such as; ta’āruf, khitbah, and so forth. Likewise with pre-wedding photos, some even have been married for a long time, but do not understand what it is thalaq, rujū’ and obligations of husband and wife are. Moreover, solving various kinds of problems in family and community life.

As for research that discusses the concept maṣlaḥah is research entitled “Konsep al Maslahah al Mursalah dalam Perspektif Ekonomi pada Era Revolusi Industri 4.0” by A. Hadi. Research results are the concept of maslahah mursalah is not only limited to matters of worship, but also economic issues (muamalah). In this case, the issue that will be raised in this paper is regarding the concept of al-Maslahah al-Mursalah from the side of the economic business sector in the Industrial Revolution 4.0 era.

Within the international scope, there are many studies that are relevant to this research, such as; research conducted by N. Gerodetti; group research by A. Keshavarz, H. A.
Ahmad Jalili, Ahmad Syukri Saleh, Ramlah Amrgha, and N. ‘Melatkhah;¹² G. S. Risch, L. A. Riley, and M. G. Lawler;¹³ J. M. Duncan, M. E. Garrison, & T. S. Killian;¹⁴ and A. B. Sajoo.¹⁵ These studies have provided understanding to parties involved in matters of marriage and premarital provision, such as the Office of Religious Affairs, the Religious Courts, and other government and non-government institutions as well as non-governmental organizations that are concerned with the application of law and creation of justice on how the law is understood and applied by law enforcers.

On this basis, the researcher is interested in researching premarital provision in the Kepulauan Riau as an effort to family resilience in terms of al-maṣlahah al-mursalah as istinbaṭ Islamic law. To discuss it, researchers used qualitative research methods¹⁶ in the form of field research.¹⁷ The approach used is juridical-empirical,¹⁸ which examines the applicable legal provisions and what actually happens in society. This research was conducted in the Kepulauan Riau, as was the case in this location, the pre-marriage debriefing was not carried out well, because there were various obstacles in implementing the pre-marriage debriefing. Sources of data in this study are divided into two, namely primary and secondary. The primary data is the regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance No. DJ.II/542 of 2013 concerning the implementation of pre-marriage provision. Meanwhile, secondary data are books that have correlation and relevance to pre-wedding supplies, namely various scientific writings, journals and the latest research results. Data collection techniques used are; observation, interview, and documentation.¹⁹ While the data analysis techniques are; 1) data collection, 2) data reduction, 3) data presentation, 4) drawing conclusions or verification.²⁰

Overview of Premarital Provision

Premarital provision is a process of assisting someone who is going to get married in order to maximize their abilities so that they can optimize the benefits for themselves, their marriage, and society. Premarital provision in another reference is referred to as an activity held for the prospective bride and groom to carry out her marriage. The prospective bride and groom come to the counselor to be given advice about married life to convince and adapt to their new life later, namely married life.21

Understanding premarital provision in terms is a process of social services provided to both prospective bride and groom or prospective husband/wife before marriage in order to obtain prosperity and happiness in marriage and family life. This understanding at the same time confirms that through premarital provision it is hoped that the bride and groom can have an increased understanding and ability in married life so that family harmony will be formed. Therefore, premarital provision is the provision of assistance in the form of advice, guidance, and direction regarding marriage to prospective husband and wife before the marriage contract or marriage agreement is carried out by an expert (extension).22

The premarital provision program is carried out to provide knowledge and insight to the prospective bride and groom about family knowledge so that the prospective bride and groom have knowledge, physical and mental readiness to enter the marriage stage to form a sakinah family. The requirements for participants are someone who has entered the age of marriage, if there is a couple of prospective brides who have done a marriage ceremony but have not attended pre-marital training, then administrative sanctions will be imposed, namely in the form of withholding the marriage book or temporarily not giving it before the couple takes part in pre-marital training because of the training program. Premarital is very obligatory.23

The legal basis for enforcing premarital briefing is regulation Number: DJ.II/542 of 2013 concerning Guidelines for Pre-Marriage Courses. Several years later, the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance issued regulation Number: DJ.II/542 of 2013 concerning Guidelines for Pre-Marriage Courses, and this became the most important foundation. the birth of these regulations is a form of government concern for the high number of divorces and cases of domestic violence (KDRT) in Indonesia. Their knowledge of the basics of marriage is still lacking, so the government, in this case the Ministry of Religion, issued regulations regarding courses for prospective brides, namely that prospective brides who want to carry out a marriage will be guided or equipped with basic knowledge and skills about home life beforehand.24

In addition to the regulations above, there is also a Decree of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance Number 373 of 2017 concerning Technical Guidance for Marriage Guidance for Prospective Brides. A year later the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance issued Decree Number: 379 of 2018 concerning Guidelines for Implementing Pre-Marriage Marriage Provisions for Prospective Brides. Along with this latest regulation, a new term appears in premarital training activities, namely Marriage Guidance activities.

---

the family and meeting family needs, as well as preparing quality generations. Pre-marital training is carried out with the intention that the bride and groom can achieve happiness and prosperity in life, meaning that through pre-marital training, each prospective bride and groom can know more about the roles and rights and obligations of each, the responsibilities as husband/wife in married life.25

Understanding like this is very important, because it is impossible for a married life (household) to run without problems. At least every life must experience both big and small problems. With this understanding, of course it will help each partner a lot in determining attitudes and actions in dealing with problems so that they do not have a negative impact on household harmony and lead to divorce. So, the purpose of pre-marital training is to prepare the bridal couple to be more prepared and mature and have the ability to deal with problems when married so they can achieve a prosperous and harmonious family.26

Family Resilience in Marriage
Family resilience implies the ability of a family to develop itself to live in harmony, prosperity and happiness both physically and mentally.27 Family resilience is actually a family that is able to manage physical and non-physical resources and respond to challenges faced to achieve the goals of a quality and resilient family as the main foundation for achieving national resilience. including the family's ability to manage resources and problems to achieve well-being. According to Walsh as quoted by Cahyaningtyas,28 family resilience is the ability to survive and adapt to various dynamically changing conditions and have a positive attitude towards various challenges in family life.29

Thus, a family is said to have a high level of family resilience if it fulfills several aspects, namely:30 First, physical resilience, namely meeting the needs of food, clothing, housing, education and health. The need for food and clothing means the need for food and drink in order to continue to carry out activities and survive. Likewise with basic human needs for something that can be used or can be used, examples of clothing needs are: clothes, shoes, sandals, bags and accessories. Thus, if all food and clothing needs can be met, then the welfare in the family will increase.31

Second, social resilience, which is oriented towards religious values, effective communication, and high family commitment. Religious values in question are the main foundation since the beginning of the family is formed, without an adequate religious foundation the family will not be able to carry out religious functions properly. Because the

26 Zulfahmi, “Urgensi Penyelenggaraan Kursus Pra Nikah Dan Relevansinya Dengan Esensi Perkawinan (Perspektif Maqashid Asy-Syariah)”.
purpose of worship is to guide people to the right path. If the family really understands and explores religious teachings, then it is likely that social security will be maintained. Likewise with effective communication, the application of family communication patterns as a form of interaction between parents and children and between family members has implications for the process of children's emotional development.32

*Third,* psychological resilience, including the ability to deal with non-physical problems, positive emotional control, positive self-concept, and husband's concern for his wife. The ability to deal with non-physical problems means the ability of family members to manage their emotions so as to produce a positive self-concept and satisfaction with fulfilling needs and achieving family development tasks. The ability to manage emotions and good self-concept is the key in dealing with non-physical family problems (problems that are not related to material things such as misunderstandings, husband and wife conflicts).33

In addition, there must also be the ability to control emotions positively. Emotional control is very important in human life, especially to reduce the tension that arises due to mounting emotions. Emotions cause hormonal imbalances in the body, and cause psychological tension, especially negative emotions. Good family resilience will have a positive influence on people's lives. A country that has a foundation of family resilience will be able to ward off liberal values that are inconsistent with national identity.34

In Islam, there are several factors behind the weak family resilience, namely; a) weak commitment to Islamic values, b) materialistic attitude of life, c) the development of *jahiliyah* values that can be easily accessed through current technological advances, d) lack of communication between family members, e) weak *tarbiyah* (*a‘liyyah* (family coaching). Islam teaches to strengthen family resilience. Every religion certainly teaches its adherents to be loyal and obedient to the norms and rules of the religious teachings such as the social and communal values taught by their religion. Religious beliefs will affect attitudes and behavior someone because they are considered very important for life in this world and in the hereafter.35

**Al-Maslahah al-Mursalah: Approaches in Islamic Law**

*al-Maslahah al-Mursalah* is one of the methods of *ijtihad* which is a source of argument in the treasury of Islamic law, this method seeks to establish *syara'* law against a legal case on the basis of benefit that is in line with the objectives of the *shari‘ah*, but specifically not expressly stated by *nash* in admitting or rejecting it. Meanwhile, if it is done, it is certain that it will bring general benefit and if it is abandoned, it will result in general harm as well.36

As quoted by Fauzul Iman, Muhammad Rasyid Ridla stated that *al-maslahah al-mursalah* is something

---


33 Dewi and Ginanjar, “Peranan Faktor-Faktor Interaksional Dalam Perspektif Teori Sistem Keluarga Terhadap Kesejahteraan Keluarga.”


36 Hadi, “Konsep al Maslahah al Mursalah Dalam Perspektif Ekonomi Pada Era Revolusi Industri 4.0.”
that is considered beneficial but there is no legal firmness to realize it and there is also no specific argument that supports or rejects it, so it is called al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah.37

If seen from the position al-Maṣlaḥah al-Mursalah whether it is a source or proposition in Islamic law, then this is still a difference by the jurumujahid, which the scholar states that the sources and arguments of Islamic law itself are mutually agreed upon and there are also legal arguments which different or not agreed. As for the concept al-Maṣlaḥah al-Mursalah is part of the legal argument al-mukhtalaf has not been agreed upon by the scholars, it's just that it is still used by some scholars in the framework of making a legal decision which is commonly referred to as the term reference law.38

The ushul scholars explained that some scholars used other terms in expressing al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, like al-munasib al-mursalah, al-istishlah, al-istikdāl al-mursalah. These terms, although they look the same, have one purpose, each has a different view with different conditions. Every law established on the basis of benefit can be viewed from three aspects, namely:39 First, look at the maṣlaḥah contained in the case in question. For example, making acta marriage as a complement to the administration of the present marriage contract. Act the marriage has benefits. However, the benefit is not based on arguments that show the importance of making the marriage certificate. The benefit from this point of view is called al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah (maṣlaḥah that is independent of specific arguments), but in line with the general guidelines of Islamic law. Second, seeing the nature that is in accordance with the objectives of syara', which requires the existence of a legal provision in order to create a benefit. For example, the marriage certificate contains properties in accordance with the objectives of the syara', among others, to maintain hereditary status. However, the nature of this suitability is not shown by specific arguments. Therefore, from this point of view it is called al-munasib al-mursalah (conformity with the purpose of syariah that is independent of specific syariah proofs). Third, looking at the process of determining the law against a maṣlaḥah indicated by special propositions. In this case, it is the determination of a case that it is recognized as valid by one of the objectives of the syara'. Such a process is called istishlah (exploring and establishing a maṣlaḥah).

The principles agreed upon by most followers of the sect are those found in jurisprudence. If it is indeed human welfare that is the purpose of shari'a, then it is actually contained in the generality of shari'a and the laws established by God. In the context of worldly benefits connected with nas-naṣ syara'.40 So that the theory of maṣlaḥah mursalah will be used to see the extent of the benefits that can be taken from the implementation of pre-marriage supply which is a good activity according to reason with the consideration that it can create good and avoid bad things for humans, where what is good according to reason is also in line with the purpose of shari'ah.41

Basically, maṣlaḥah mursalah is one of the legal ʿistinbaṭ methods to emphasize the benefits aspect in decision making, Imam Al-Syatibi divides the benefits based on the quality
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and importance aspects of the benefits into three parts, namely: First, Al-Maślalah al-Mursalah al-Dharuriyyah, Maslahah is maslahah related to basic or basic (primary) human needs in this world and in the hereafter. According to Zakaria al-Birrī al-maṣlaḥah al-nūrūsah al-dharrūriyyah this is the basis for ensuring human survival. This benefit is very important for human life, if it is not fulfilled it will cause destruction, disaster and damage to human life. These benefits include the preservation of religion, self, intellect, offspring and property. According to ushul fiqhi scholars, this fifth benefit is called al-masā’il al-khamsah. These aspects must be defended and protected so that they can go hand in hand so that they can provide happiness for the community. For example, the preservation of offspring and wealth is through muamalat activities such as interaction with fellow human beings.

Second, Al-Maślalah al-Mursalah al-Hājjiyyah, is a benefit that completes the main benefit and also eliminates the difficulties faced by humans. This benefit is a legal provision that brings relief to human life (secondary needs). As has been proposed by Hasbi Ash-Shiddieqy, which can complete everything that is needed by humans to make it easier and able to bear the difficulties of taklif and the burdens of life. In muamalat, this relief is realized by being allowed to trade salam, cooperate Agriculture and farming. In terms of needs, maṣlaḥah mursalah ḥājījiyyah is at a lower level than Maṣlaḥah mursalah daruriyyah. If it is not embodied in life, it does not harm life itself, but its existence is still necessary. All legal provisions for benefit are set to advance common interests not personal interests, among examples of maṣlaḥah mursalah ḥājījiyyah such as allowing travelers and sick people not to fast and pray qashar on the way.

Third, Al-Maślalah al-Mursalah al-Tahsiniyyah, is a complementary benefit takniliyyah. The nature of this maslahah is to maintain the flexibility and goodness of character and the beauty of the previous maslahah. This benefit is intended to improve character. If this benefit is not realized in human life, then it will not cause damage to human life. If this benefit cannot be realized in life, it will not cause difficulties and shocks or damage the entry system of human life. Maslahat is more concerned with goodness. For example, in worship, it is obligatory to purify, cover the nakedness and wear beautiful clothes. However, if this goodness is not fulfilled, then the goodness of human life will cause problems in life and continue to be less enjoyable. Maṣlaḥah mursalah tahsiniyyah can be defined as improvement. All these benefits relate only to tahsiniyyah, if it can't be realized and achieved by people then impact maṣlaḥah mursalah tahsiniyyah does not complicate or damage living systems.

To maintain the purity of the method maṣlaḥah mursalah as the basis of Islamic law, it must have two important dimensions, namely the first side must be subject to and in accordance with what is contained in it nasṣ (al-Qur’a’n and al-Hadith) either textually or contextually. The second side must consider the existence of human needs that are always developing according to the times. These two sides must be carefully considered in the formation of Islamic law, because if the two sides above do not apply equally, then the

43 Haq.20
45 Haq, Al-Syathibi: Aspek Teologis Konsep Maslahah Dalam Kitab Al-Muwafaqat.
results reference the law will be very rigid on the one hand and to follow the passions on the other. So, in this case it is necessary to have the correct terms and standards in using it *maṣlaḥah mursalah* both methodologically and in application.48 From the provisions above it can be formulated that *maṣlaḥah mursalah* can be used as a legal basis and can be applied in everyday actions if the conditions as mentioned above have been met, and added *maṣlaḥah* is a real benefit, not limited to a benefit that is still prejudice in nature, which if it can attract a benefit and reject harm. Likewise, *maṣlaḥah contains* expediency in general by having comprehensive access and not deviating from the objectives contained in the Qur'an and Hadith.49 In everyday life *maṣlaḥah mursalah* often used to find alternatives to various problems that arise in society, where not clearly described in *naṣ* (al-Qur'an dan Hadis).50

**History of the Establishment of the KUA Kepulauan Riau Province**

The Office of Religious Affairs (KUA) is an office that carries out some of the tasks of the Indonesian Ministry of Religion offices in districts and municipalities in the field Islamic religious affairs in the district area.51 It is also known that it has quite a long history in Indonesia, either related with institutions and roles and functions, including in the Kepulauan Riau Province.52

The sub-district religious affairs office, hereinafter referred to as KUA, is the technical implementation unit of the Directorate General of Islamic Community Guidance in the sub-district area. as explained in the Regulation of the Minister of Religion Republic Indonesia Number 11 of 2007 Concerning Marriage Registration Article 1 that the Sub-District Office of Religious Affairs, hereinafter referred to as KUA, is an agency of the Ministry of Religion whose task is to carry out some of the tasks of the Regency/City Office of the Ministry of Religion in the field of Islamic religious affairs within the sub-district area.53

As for the Kepulauan Riau Province, it has 47 KUA at each sub-districts spread across seven regencies/cities, namely Tanjungpinang City, Batam City, Bintan Regency, Karimun Regency, Natuna Regency, Lingga Regency and Anambas Islands Regency.54 The existence of KUA at each the sub-district is the spearhead of the existence of the Ministry of Religion of the Riau Archipelago Province in fostering the religious life of the Riau Islands community at the lowest level. But unfortunately, it is still not handled optimally. Though deep the practice, they are charged with greater responsibility than the quantity of work they are supposed to do.55

48 Syafi’i and Hamidah, “Maslahah Controvers As Sources, Methods And Objectives (Comparative Analysis Study Of The Four Madhab).”
49 Iman, “Konsep Qiyās Dan Maslahah Dalam Ijtihad Muhammad Rasyid Ridla.”
The results of research by the Center for Research and Development on Religious Life at the Research and Development Agency and Education and Training Department of the Ministry of Religion in 2003, revealed that let alone developing other roles, carrying out the existing functions was apparently not optimal. One reason is the low performance of the KUA due to the uneven distribution of Human Resources (HR) both in quantity and quality. There are a number of KUA that are occupied by employees who have sufficient qualifications and competence and sometimes there are excess numbers, but there is also the opposite.56

Despite this, KUA at each of the sub-districts in the Kepulauan Riau Province have a Vision and Mission in accordance with the KMA. Number: 39 of 2015. Vision and Mission are two words that cannot be separated in building and developing an activity, because a vision without a mission is like a person having a destination to an area without thinking about what vehicle and how to reach that area, while a mission without a vision likened to a complete vehicle and equipment for traveling, but has no direction and purpose. Vision is the targets and goals that must be achieved by an activity, while the mission is the strategy that must be set by the office to expedite and assist the performance of the office itself in carrying out the assigned tasks and achieving the desired targets.57

In each sub-district KUA, there is an organizational structure that has been established based on the Decree of the Minister of Religion Number 517 of 2001 concerning Organizational Structure of the Sub-District KUA, which consists of; 1) Head of KUA, 2) Supervisor of Islamic Religious Education, 3) Extension, 4) Administration, 5) Penghulu, 6) Penghulu Section, 7) Partnership Section along with, 8) Halal Products Section, 9) Social Worship Section, 10) Sakinah Family Section, and 11) Penghulu Assistant.58

In general, the duties of the sub-district KUA in Kepulauan Riau Province are explained in the Regulation of the Minister of Religion of the Republic of Indonesia Number 34 of 2016 concerning the Organization and Work Procedure of the Sub-District Religious Affairs Office, in article 2 namely carrying out services and guidance to the Islamic community in their working area. Then based on this regulation, the organizational structure in KUA in general can be seen in the figure shown below:

---

57 Atmaja et al., “Peranan Kantor Urusan Agama (KUA) Dalam Penguatan Ketahanan Keluarga Di Kecamatan Tepus.”
58 Arfah, “Efektivitas Kinerja Pegawai Dalam Meningkatkan Pelayanan Pada Kantor Urusan Agama (KUA) Kecamatan Biak Kota.”
In addition, the sub-district KUA is assisted by the BP4 institution. The Office of Religious Affairs (KUA) and the Marriage Advisory, Development and Preservation Agency (BP4) have a very close relationship. BP4 is a marriage dispute advisory body, whose job is to provide a statement that the husband and wife have asked BP4 for advice and then submit the statement to the Head of KUA to grant a divorce from the husband and wife. KUA apart from being a place to carry out marriages is also the place or office of BP4, because the head of KUA is also the head of BP4.59

The real role of marriage counseling starts from domestic life and the challenges faced are very heavy due to the condition of some adolescents who deviate far from the norms of religion and social yet handled nicely. In this case the role of BP4 is to focus on efforts to maintain the integrity of the household and lead it towards achieving happiness and prosperity in life. While practically the role of the BP4 itself is as a national body and also as a support for part of the duties of the Ministry of Religion which plays a role in providing

the widest possible marriage, dispute and divorce advice to the community so that a household that is expected.60

From that role, the efforts that can be made by BP4 are; 1) Provide guidance, advice and application on marriage, divorce, divorce, refer to good society individual as well as groups. 2) Provide guidance on existing laws and regulations related with family. 3) Provide mediation assistance to the party’s litigation in a religious court. 4) Provide advocacy assistance in overcoming marital, family and household disputes in court. 5) Reducing the occurrence of disputes and divorce, irresponsible polygamy, underage marriages and unregistered marriages. 6) Efforts and other efforts deemed useful for the benefit of the organization and family welfare. beneficial for the benefit of the organization as well as for the happiness and welfare of the family.61

From the description above, the researcher concludes that the role of BP4 is still needed at this time, especially in the face of today's all-digital era, it is very easy for disputes to occur. For this reason, KUA through BP4 must improve the quality of advisory officers and uphold the existence of BP4.

Premarital Provision at the KUA in the Kepulauan Riau Province
As mentioned earlier, the divorce rate in the Riau Islands is very high. If you look at the implementation of pre-marital training at the KUA Kepulauan Riau, it is not in accordance with applicable regulations. The problems so far in practice, in the Riau Archipelago have not been held properly and still contain a number of problems. Among them, the provision of the bride and groom was held only as a formality, only sparingly, and was not carried out by the BP4, but was carried out by the headman or the head of the local KUA, so that it was not optimal and did not achieve the goal of conducting the bride and groom debriefing.62

In the Kepulauan Riau, related to material, it is only limited to the introduction of marriage. Even though the material that must be conveyed to be understood by the prospective bride and groom includes marriage procedures and procedures, religious knowledge, laws and regulations in the field of marriage and family, rights and obligations of husband and wife in the household, reproductive health, efforts to maintain maternal health during pregnancy, childbirth, the importance of family planning (KB), problems of marriage and their resolution, sharia law on marriage, family management and psychology of marriage and family.63 With the density of material delivered in a very short time, of course the purpose of the stipulation of regulations regarding the implementation of premarital guidance has not achieved the expected aims and objectives.64

Become a challenge for related parties and policy makers. The roles and functions as well as efforts to implement premarital provision must really be carried out according to procedures and rules. It is not only a prerequisite, but also has a positive impact on the sustainability and resilience of the bride and groom in their family. The Marriage Law mandates to be able to maintain the integrity of a family, so before the foundation of a household is built, premarital training must be an integrated and measurable program that
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refers to the curriculum as regulated by the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance Number Dj.II/491 of 2009 concerning Courses for Prospective Brides.

Family resilience efforts are that in order to minimize the high number of disputes, divorce and domestic violence, one of which is caused by the low knowledge and understanding of the prospective bride and groom about household life, as well as to create a healthy family life sakinah, it is necessary to do the provision of the bride and groom. Advice is not only a formal requirement when someone is getting married, but is a substantial requirement, so that someone who is going to get married understands design household in accordance with Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning marriage.

If examined in depth, based on Law Number 1 of 1974, marriage is the beginning of the formation of a family. Where is a sacred bond physically and spiritually between a man and a woman, with the aim of forming and create happy and eternal family (household) based on Belief in the One and Only God. From this it can be understood that the marriage law in our country is a religious and religious law, not a secular law.65 So, husband and wife must be able to form a religious and religious family, namely a family that is equipped with religious values and norms, including Islam. To realize the quality of family and marriage based on Islamic law, a method or method is needed reference the right law, so that it can be accepted in a society that is so dynamic and developing in the flow of global change, as well as practical methods deal with and solve problems that arise.

Either method or reference the law applied in establishing Islamic law is al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah. Al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah means absolute.66 In term ushūl, that is benefit that is not stipulated by syāri’ law to set. It is called absolute because it is not associated with explanations or arguments that cancel it.67 Other definitions explain al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah is goodness (benefits that are not mentioned by syara’ clearly to do or leave it, whereas if it is done it will bring benefits or avoid damage or cons, like someone punishing something that has not yet been stipulated by religion.68

Definition about maṣlaḥah mursalah above, when viewed from the editorial perspective there appears to be a difference, but in terms of content in essence there is one fundamental similarity, namely establishing laws in matters that are not mentioned in the Qur’an or Sunnah at all, with consideration for the benefit or the interests of human life based on the principle of benefiting and avoiding harm. Maslaḥah can be categorized based on the quality and importance of benefit, benefit content, change or not benefit, and existence maslahah. In terms of the quality and importance of benefit, ushul fiqh scholars divide it into three dhawabith (level) namely: Maṣlaḥah daruriyah, maṣlaḥah hajiyah and maṣlaḥah tahsiniyah.69

Regarding the implementation of premarital briefings at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau, the premarital briefings carried out include: al-maṣlaḥah al-hajiyah, because it is not part of the pillars and conditions of marriage. But this premarital provision is very important because it relates to the consequences that arise and will be very helpful in terms of
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knowledge to form a happy family and even hopefully to the degree sakinih.\textsuperscript{70} Besides that, premarital training is very efficient as an effort to maintain family resilience, because with premarital training, it makes perfection for the prospective bride and groom, namely to gain knowledge about marriage for the sake of creating a family sakinih, mawaddah, warahmah.\textsuperscript{71} As for the premarital briefing held at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau Province, in terms of activities and from the material presented, although not complete, it has provided benefits in education partner who are getting married, so that according to the concept maṣlaḥah mursalah.\textsuperscript{72}

Therefore, the scholars require in maṣlaḥah mursalah which is used as the basis for the formation of the law into several conditions that apply to the theory maṣlaḥah mursalah: First, first analyze whether or not the approach used in the legal exploration process (reference law) regarding the implementation of pre-marital provision at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau to provide pre-marital provision as a form of family resilience. This use is appropriate because there is no explicit argument that explains an issue studied both from the Qur'an and Hadith.\textsuperscript{73} Second, approach using theory maṣlaḥah mursalah the condition is that the benefit is in line with maqasid al-shariʿah and not contrary to naṣ or qathʿi arguments. The implementation of premarital briefing at KUA throughout the Kepulauan Riau is in line with maqasid al-shariʿah, because this activity aims to provide premarital education provision to realize family resilience and form a strong family sakinih, mawaddah, warahmah. Third, the benefit must really bear fruit maṣlaḥah or not based on making it up. The aim is to realize the formation of laws regarding problems or events that give birth to benefits and reject harm. Such as providing premarital education materials and also providing cases in every material to deepen and solve the case. So, the problem is not based on suspicion, or the formation of the law brings benefits regardless of whether advice that is only taken based on guesswork. Fourth, the benefit is general, not individual. The law cannot be prescribed because it only produces benefits specifically for leaders or certain people by not paying attention to the benefits of the people. In other words, maṣlaḥah benefits all people. So, it is very clear that this activity is for the benefit of a general nature, not individual. Because with this premarital provision, it can provide education to couples who are getting married or to teenagers of marriageable age. Premarital education can prevent divorces that will occur.

Therefore, according to the researchers, the premarital provision that took place in KUA throughout the Kepulauan Riau met the requirements in forming a law by adhering to reasoning al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, efforts to carry out premarital training activities have benefited the community, especially couples who want to get married. Even though there is no evidence for premarital provision in the Qur'an or hadith, the formation of activities in teaching and guiding them does not conflict with Islamic law or basic provisions. in the and consensus and provide benefits for the community and prevent harm. Thus, it can be concluded that the implementation of premarital briefings held at KUA throughout the Kepulauan Riau, although not a requirement and pillar of marriage, is based on an analysis
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al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah, this activity is important for the community to have provision before forming a family. So that when you are about to form a family, you can provide family resilience because you already have premarital education.

**Conclusion**

Based on the results of the research that was discussed and clearly described previously, it can be concluded that premarital training that took place at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau Province was broadly not effective as an effort to family resilience. This can be proven that the implementation is not in accordance with the decision of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance number 379 of 2018 concerning instructions for implementing premarital provision for prospective brides. Besides that, the material for pre-marital provision at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau Province is limited to a formality and only as an administrative requirement. Apart from that, it can be proven by the existence of statements from people who have not felt the benefits, even though many people admit that this premarital provision is important for them. The implementation of premarital provision for prospective brides and grooms at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau in an effort to increase family resilience is the first step in preparing the prospective bride and groom to navigate their new life, namely married life. By delivering the material related by preparing the bride and groom as husband and wife both physically and psychologically, it allows the bride and groom to be able to maintain their family to become a stable family *sakinah mawaddah warahmah* as a destination wedding.

Based on *al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah*, in terms of its strength as evidence in establishing law, the concept of premarital provision is included in *al-maṣlaḥah al-hajiyyah*, because it is not part of the pillars and conditions of marriage. But this premarital provision is very important because it relates to the consequences that arise and will be very helpful in terms of knowledge to form a happy family and even hopefully to the degree of *sakinah*. Besides that, premarital training is very efficient as an effort to maintain family resilience, because with premarital training, it makes perfection for the prospective bride and groom, namely to gain knowledge about marriage for the sake of creating a family *sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah*. As for the premarital briefing held at the KUA of the Kepulauan Riau Province, in terms of activities and from the material presented, although not complete, it has provided benefits in education partner who are getting married, so that according to the concept *maṣlaḥah mursalah*.
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